Let us
transform
your
space.

WHY
ARC

We have a pro-active approach to Health & Safety and on going training for the staff at all levels. This means we are
regularly assessed to ensure that we are producing the highest standards of care for you and your jobs.

A choice that makes the difference
IN-HOUSE INTERIOR DESIGN
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
WORKPLACE CONSULTANCY
MOVES MANAGEMENT
COST CONSULTANCY
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Why Arc?

www.arcbusinessinteriors.co.uk

MEET THE ARC TEAM.

Shaun Toomey
Managing Director

Emily Neville Taylor
Operations Director

Rebecca Trowbridge
Project Consultant

Arran Summerfield
Business Development

Will Lord
Project Coordinator
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Kelly Davey
Accounts
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Meet the Team

Sean King
Projects Director

David Edwards
Business Development

Maria Kelly
Project Coordinator

Vicky Harrison
Lead Designer

Marcus Coles
Project Manager

Rachel Buttarazzi
Snr Project Coordinator

Elena Luca
Interior Designer

Kevin Smith
Estimator

Mark Baker
Contracts Manager

Olivia Hawksworth
Sales Administrator

www.arcbusinessinteriors.co.uk

To
WE ARE A CREATIVE &
CONTEMPORARY
TEAM WITH
FRESH
NEW IDEAS

How we work?
We Listen.
By getting to know how your team use their
workspace and how it can be optimised, we’ll
help you harness a whole host of benefits,
including increased productivity,
improved collaboration, and happier staff.

We Consult.
To ensure that our designs meet your
requirements, we work with you to deliver a
bespoke scheme, encompassing fabrics,
textures, furnishings and finishes.

We Create.

Arc was established in the spring of 2005
Arc Business Interiors are experts in crafting flawlessly functional and inviting
interiors. Specialising in commercial interior design, our team have the vision &
expertise to design and deliver refreshing workplaces which make the most of
the space available and, in turn, help you to get the best from your workforce.
Our forward approach allows us to focus on our ability to capture and translate
the ethos of your organisation into the workspace. We cultivate the environment
to be both energising and inspiring, whilst offering a relaxing yet focused space
to work in.
We provide a reliable first-rate service to each & every client which is why we
come highly recommended.
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Company Profile

To enable you to visualise your new space,
we provide you with CAD plans, 3D visuals
and moods boards. This will in turn allow you
to share the vision, create conversation and
engagement with your team.

We Plan.
Once the designs are agreed, we enerate the
complete drawing package & programme of
works. Thorough planning ensures that we
deliver your project cost effectively, efficiently
and on time.

www.arcbusinessinteriors.co.uk

One stop shop for
inspirational interiors.

OUR
SERVICES

Condition
Surveys

1.

Interior Design Consultancy
We take the time to carry out thorough
consultations and gain an understanding
of how your business works to ensure your
office fit out complements your operations.
We offer:
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Services

Interior
Fit-out

Furniture
Solutions

Project
Management

2.

3.

We design and create furniture solutions for your
office space that fit your business needs, ensuring
you and your staff can benefit from a well
considered, comfortable working environment.

We design flooring solutions for your office space
that fit your specifications, ensuring you a fresh,
new and alternative look to keep your
building safe, modern and up to industry standards.

Commercial Furniture

Flooring Solutions

Concept Design

Space Planning

Office Furniture

Canteen Furniture

Carpet Tiles

Vinyl

Specification

Branding

Boardroom

Third Space

Laminate

Stone

3D Visualisations

Moodboards

Acoustic

Storage Solutions

Ceramic

Timber Flooring
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5.

6.

Office partitions provide a whole new level of
spaciousness, creativity and air flow to your
office. For compartmentalising your workspace
without compromising on design or quality, our
office partitions are ideal for you.

Lighting can have a massive impact on the well-being,
alertness and productivity of your employees. We can
achieve the desired effects with different lights which
will contribute towards improving concentration levels
and performance.

NICEIC approved, accredited and highly skilled in an
extensive range of services for various sectors, Arc
ensures that customer focus is key, and this is
delivered with the highest levels of service at all
times.

Office Partitioning
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Interior
Design

Ceilings & Lighting

Electrical & Data Services

Stud Wall Partition

Office Dividers

Pendants

Recessed

Electrical Design &
Consultation

Electrical Installation
& Design

Operable Walls

Acoustic

LED Panels

Emergency

Lighting Design

Emergency Lighting

Glazed walls

Fire-rated

Spot Lights

Suspended

Data Cabling
CAT5 & CAT6

Access Control
& Fire Alarms
www.arcbusinessinteriors.co.uk

Good for the Environment.
We have a social responsibility for taking care of the environment for the next generation, and in doing so, we have developed and
adapted initiatives within our practice allowing us to; reduce waste, improve resource efficiency and cut waste management costs.
Arc work hard to establish a responsible supply chain, ensuring we choose partners wherever possible who uphold environmental
standards and who prove and show thier commitment to develop products that are responsibly resourced and recycled.
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Environmental

www.arcbusinessinteriors.co.uk

WHO WE
WORK WITH

The partner
you can rely on.
We’re proud of the projects we deliver and we
continually strive to provide excellent customer
service, creating close-knit relationships with our
clients. Our success in producing outstanding interiors,
to budget and on time is demonstrated by the volume of
repeat & refferal business that we undertake.
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Organisations

www.arcbusinessinteriors.co.uk

MADE IN

BRITAIN

We are committed to specifying a design for your office that is superior in quality and design,
yet is practical and durable. With up to five years guarantee on most of our furniture and interior
product portfolio.
The “Made in Britain” ethos allows our company to ensure that, as well as high quality product
guarantee, we are also reducing the impact on the environment, lead times, continuity and cost.
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Quality Assurance

www.arcbusinessinteriors.co.uk

hello@arcbusinessinteriors.co.uk
0800 6122 107

